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There are many works dedicated to the approximative solution of 
variational inequalities; we mention only the books /l/f /2/. 
Results concerning the order of convergence of the discretization 
methods for such problems are contained, for instancef in /3/, 
/4/t /5/» /6/. This contribution gives an information about some 
recent results of the author, applying ideas of the general theory 
of difference schemes /7/ to variational inequalities (/8/f /9/f 
/10/f /11/f /12/f /13/, / H / ) . Especially there is given a certain 
answer to a question stated by Lions /15/ concerning the conver-
gence of the free boundaries. 
1. Statement of the problem 
Let us consider the following elliptic obstacle problem in the 
bounded domain ScCB^ (with boundary P» *3fi ): 
To find 
u € K » { v|v £ w\(£L)t v i y f vfp =£«-} (1) 
fulfilling 
a(uf v-u) £ (ff v-u) for all v C Kf (2) 
where 
/* n 
a(r, w) - J ( g k(x)|i §-*- • 4vw)dx (3) 
and (f, w) denotes the scalar product in Î C-Q.)- In the case of 
sufficiently smooth W the restriction 
is possible without loss of generality. Further let be 
3c(x). i k Q> 0, q(x) £ 0f f(x) < 0 (x€&); <Mx) * 0 (xcf). (5) 
Under relatively weak additional assumptions on the smootheness of 
the data ff Ac f k, q and f there exist an unique solution u£
tfJJ2) 
of the problem (1)-(5)f cf. /16/. 
2. Two examples 
1) Oil pressure in a journal bearing (cf. /17/f /12/). 
With R the radius, B the length of the bearingf «-& the mantle 
surface of the axis (removed into the x^Xg-plane), V the fre-
quency of the rotating shaft, 49 the viscosity of the oil and 
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d»d(x1t x2; t) the oil film thickness at the time t one gets a 
problem (1)-(5) for the determination of the oil pressure u, 
where n*2, Si. =(0, 2xR)x (0, B) f U/ s 0 the cavitation pres-
sure, /u-the outside pressure, k=d-\ q « 0 and 
f..12^XR-|A + ^ | ) . 
2) Elastoplastic torsion of cylindric bars (cf. /18/). 
If Si, is the cross-section of the bar, one has a problem (1)-
(5) for the.torsion function uf where n=2, y (x)=*dist(x, P ), 
fu»0, k«1, qsO and f-?-C with C>0 proportional to the torsion 
angle. 
3. Finite difference approximation 
How we approximate the problem (1)-(5) in the case of the rectan-
gular domain 
52 =- { x|x -- (x.-,...,^), 0<x,< ly j = 1,...,n ] (61 
by means of the uniform set of grid points 
*>»52n&h, p r n K h , G = co u ^, m. 
^»{x|x.»i.h.; h^-l^T1; i1«0f ±1 f ±2f...; J3,> 0 integer} 
and the difference expression 
A y 2 - .5.L(a,(x)y- ) x + q(x)y(x) ( x € W ) , (8) 
j-1 3 xi xi 
a.j(x) - k(x"0#M) = k ( x 1 t . . . t x ; J - h . j / 2 t . . . , x n ) 
by the following discrete problem (the discrete variational in-
equality we replace here by the equivalent form of difference in-
equalities): 
A y * f ( x ) , y(x) -t 0, y (x ) (Ay- f (x ) ) » 0 (x€*> ) ; 
(9) 
y(x) - Ai~(x) (xfcf ) . 
I t holds: 
1° Problem (9) has a unique solution y. 
2° Problem (9) is stable with respect to f, i.e. a perturbation 
A f of f leads to such perturbations A y of y that 




where J . |"7-jy and I • I r.1) denote the discrete W^-norm and the 
dual norm, reapectively. 
3° If the 901ution of (1)-(5) ia regular in the sense that 
a) the free boundary 
T
0
 -.&V..Q-. JST -H*e£. u(x).o} -Sr.Q+-Q\QT 
is a regular hypersurface and 
b) we have mmmmm 
u £ C 1* 1(Q) fnC
m(^ +) with m»2 or 3 , 
then for the error z(x) » y(x) - u(x) (x€6J ) one has the 
qualitative error estimation 
H z ( ( 1 ) - (Xh*
72). (10) 
4° The estimation (10) is optimal, which ia shown by a counterexamp-
le (see 713/). 
5° Defining the discrete free boundary 
to m w +/t w"» Co"»{x|x€6> f y(x)»o} , Co+« o>\aT f 
L J + S(x), S(x) - etencil of 4 in *f 
one has under the conditions of 3° and f (x) -i -fQ< 0 the fol-
lowing estimation of the Hausdorff distance of the two sets f 
and I : 
The discrete problem (9), especially in the case of the applications 
mentioned abovef we have solved by a combination of penalty and 
iteration methods. In each iteration step then it is to be solved 
a linear difference scheme with strongly varying coefficients. For 
this sake it was developed a special modification (see /14/) of the 
Alternating Triangulatlon Method (ATM, see /19/). 
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